Independent component analysis (ICA) is a kind of blind signal processing (BSP) or blind source/signal separation (BSS) technique that develop quickly in recent years. It has found many applications in a variety of fields and been successfully used to acoustical signal processing, biomedical signal processing, feature extraction, edge detection and face recognition, etc. In this paper, based on the analysis to the GPR signal characteristics, we have primarily explored ICA for GPR signal processing using FastICA. A primary study on FDTD simulation and experimental data being processed by FastICA has indicated ICA technique in GPR signal processing will be promising. In our approach, the separation of target signal and background signal has been implemented automatically. We also primarily settled the ambiguities of the sign of the separated target signal components. Our primary results have showed it can effectively remove the background in the raw GPR data and keep the fineness of target signal simultaneously. Additionally, our method may be used on-line. We reckon ICA can become a powerful technique in GPR signal processing.
Introduction
Time-domain impulse ground penetrating radar (GPR) radiates short-duration pulses of electromagnetic energy into the ground and collects backscattered signals. A target is declared present if the GPR detects a local change (or discontinuity) in the media (such as soil) dielectric. It can find objects both being made of metal and with little or no any metal content at all, and, as such, has emerged as a promising tool for finding underground pipeline, landmines and unexploded ordnance (UXO), which are both of military and humanitary importance.
Since the GPR operational environment limit, the GPR measurements are often contaminated by the clutter (or background signals) being from antenna crosstalk plus the reflection from the ground surface. This makes it difficult for detecting targets buried close to the ground surface. The clutter therefore gives a significant problem for shallow buried target detection in nonuniform ground. In general, the clutter is often considered as those signals that are uncorrelated to the target scattering characteristics but occupy the same frequency band as the targets. It is usually assumed to have a slow spatial variation. However, on the detection of shallow buried targets the clutter is the strongest and most significant disturbance. To improve the GPR detection performance for shallow buried objects it is therefore necessary to deploy proper GPR clutter reduction methods on the GPR measurements.
Although some signal processing methods such as time gating, ensemble average subtraction, wavelet transform etc. have been discussed in the literatures [1, 2, 3] , and [1] mainly discussed the Kalman filter based approach in GPR signal processing. None of these methods perform satisfactorily when applied to GPR data, especially for shallow buried targets in nonuniform ground. In this paper we present the independent component analysis (ICA) based method that has close relation to blind signal/source separation (BSS) or blind signal processing (BSP) to suppress the strong clutter. Two examples are included to demonstrate the effectiveness of the method.
Brief Introduction to ICA[4]
How to find components (or basis vectors) in which we are interested for highdimensional random variables (signals) has been of long standing interest in statistics, linear algebra, signal processing and many other fields. For a multivariate signal vector x, we seek to find a linear transformation W, such that the transformed variable s,
has some desirable properties. Independent component analysis (ICA), as a new BSS technique, looks for a linear transformation W to maximize the "non-Gaussianity" of s so that the transformed variables s i 's are independent and the distribution function for s i is least Gaussian. In general, ICA assumes every x i is a linear combination of each s i ,
or to be expressed as vector-matrix type
where 
is least gaussian, will ensure independence of s i . Once W={w i , i = 1, 2, ..., N } is calculated, the mixing matrix A is defined as:
Thus we can find the independent components by maximizing the non-gaussianity of w
, its definition can be as formula (6), (7) or (8), is a measure of non-Gaussianity, we can calculate w i in two ways with FastICA algorithm.
The first is deflationary orthogonalization. Its steps are as follows:
(1) Center the data to make its mean zero and whiten the data to get z from x . 
g 2 (y) = y exp(−y 2 /2) (7)
In ICA, statistical independence and non-Gaussianity are two basic preconditions. Because of both s and A being unknown, there apparently exist some ambiguities in ICA, such as the variances (energies) of the independent components, as well as their order and sign. Fortunately, these ambiguities are insignificant in most applications. To make a concrete analysis of our concrete problems, we must rectify the sign of every independent component.
GPR Signal Processing Using ICA
On the detection of shallow buried targets using GPR the clutter is the strongest and most significant disturbance. The GPR performance is closely related to the clutter reduction from the raw GPR data. The clutter is often considered as those signals that are uncorrelated to the target scattering characteristics but occupy the same frequency band as the targets. In general, whether there exists target signal or not, the clutter is there all the while. So we can consider the clutter is independent of the target signal. Besides, practical GPR signals are of non-Gaussianity. According to the characteristics of the clutter, we can surely use ICA to process GPR signals. Two examples, FDTD simulated data and field-test real-world data processed by using ICA, are as follows.
First, to explore the ability of ICA technique to eliminate the clutter in raw GPR data, we use finitedifference time-domain (FDTD) simulated GPR data. The simulated model along with the parameters are shown in figure 1(a) . We simulate a two stratum structure with a rough interface below the horizontal ground. Figure 1(b) shows the radargram of the simulated raw data. Figure 1(c) is the radargram after doing ICA. Here we should make out the ambiguities about the target returns of the rough interface have been all rectified. From Figure 1(b) , the radargram of FDTD simulated raw data, and (c), the one of after doing ICA, we find that ICA can extract the target signals effectively from the raw GPR data. We get a good result to do ICA to the simulated GPR data.
Second, we do ICA to the field-test GPR data to prove the effectiveness of our method. The experiment was done in the moist sand box with 150cm long and 100cm wide. The target being 22.5cm below the surface, is a rectangular plate with coated copper with 52.5cm long, 40.5cm wide and laid flat. The data are collected by a time-domain impulse GPR system. Every measuring line collects 70 return signals which each has 512 samples. The spacing between two returns is 1cm. The radargrams of the raw data and the data processed by ICA are displayed in Figure 2 (a) and (b), respectively. We can see from Figure 2 (a) that the target signals are blurred with the strong clutter. In Figure 2(b) , the strong clutter was almost eliminated root and branch and target signals get prominent clearly. From the real data case, we also proved the effectiveness of GPR signals being processed by using ICA. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have explored ICA for GPR signal processing. Two examples, FDTD simulated data and field-test real-world data, are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the method. Although we have only done quite elementary study and there have still been much work waiting to be done to make ICA, a relative new technique of BSS, a practical successful GPR signal processing technique. Primary results have indicated that ICA technique can really be used for GPR signal processing. We can use ICA to eliminate the GPR clutter (or background signals) effectively or extract the target characteristics successfully. ICA is a promising technique in GPR signal processing.
